


Varietal – 100% Moscato Giallo
Country – Australia
Region – Heathcote, Victoria
Alcohol – 5.5%
Producer - The Chalmers Family Heathcote Vineyard (Mount Camel Range)
Available - 20L KeyKeg

VINIFICATION & AGEING
The fruit is pressed into stainless steel tanks and wild fermented on juice solids to add texture. It is fermented at a 
very cold temperature to maintain a slow ferment and preserve delicate aromatics. Fermentation is halted when 
the alcohol and sugar are in balance using an intense chilling method. This process captures as much of the natural 
carbon dioxide from fermentation as possible. The wine is then spritzed during storage in a charmat tank before 
being filled, resulting in a lightly frizzante style.

WINEMAKER
Glen Hayley

TASTING NOTES
This refreshing, light and fruity wine has just a hint of spritz, allowing the bright sherbet, elderflower and 
honeysuckle flavours of the Moscato Giallo grape to take centre stage. It balances alcohol, acidity and sweetness 
perfectly in a style reminiscent of the great Italian wines of Moscato d’Asti.

FOOD PAIRING
The frizzante and crisp drink pairs particularly well with cheese courses, light desserts and most brunch foods.  
Grilled pear, succulent fruit tarts or creamy cheesecakes also work seamlessly with this wine. The wine also makes 
a perfect partner with spicy Asian cuisine. 

ABOUT
Montevecchio Moscato is a salute to the great Moscato d’Asti using 100% Moscato Giallo grapes; a Muscat variety 
originating from Trentino, imported by the Chalmers family in the late 1990’s. These grapes are intensely perfumed 
and distinctly yellow in colour, as the name suggests. The Moscato Giallo has an interesting mid-palate and 
perfectly balanced acidity which gives the wine a refreshing vibe. Yes, it is a sweet wine however, the fresh finish is 
so alluring it keeps you reaching for another sip every time.

MONTEVECCHIO MOSCATO


